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Hollywood Thriller ‘Unsane’ Filmed Totally on iPhone  from VOA

For many people, smartphones have replaced cameras as the (1)_____________________ way to capture
personal pictures and video.

The quality of the (2)_____________________ has greatly improved.

Even some Hollywood filmmakers have decided to stop using big, (3)_____________________ equipment
and instead shoot movies on smartphones. One of the (4)_____________________ to do this is director
and producer Steven Soderbergh.

Soderbergh has made both independent and big-(5)_____________________ films. He won an Academy
Award for Best Director of the movie “Traffic” in 2001. 

He  describes  his  latest  directorial  effort,  “Unsane,”  as  a  psychological  thriller.  The  film  was  recently
(6)_____________________ in the U.S. and several other countries. The (7)_____________________ film
was shot on an iPhone 7 Plus.

Actress  Claire  Foy  plays  a  woman  who  moves  to  a  new  city  to  escape  a  man  who  has  been
(8)_____________________  her.  After  experiencing  mental  health  difficulties,  she  agrees  to  go  to  a
hospital.

While (9)_____________________ there, the woman fears her stalker now works at the hospital. It is not
clear to the moviegoers if the man is really there, or if the character just imagines that.

In several interviews, the director (10)_____________________ his results of iPhone filming.

He said he knows some people will want to see the movie just because it was shot on an iPhone. But, he
says,  moviegoers  will  not  (11)_____________________  anything  unusual.   “I’ve  seen  it  40  feet  tall,”
Soderbergh said of Unsane. “It looks like (12)_____________________.”

He added that he thinks shooting movies on an iPhone or (13)_____________________ device is a “game
changer” for filmmaking. He said it was a good experience and he would find it hard to return to the use of
usual movie cameras.

Soderbergh said one of the best things about using an iPhone is that it greatly speeds up shooting. The
camera can be moved anywhere “in a matter of seconds.” Unsane was completely shot in just two weeks.
The director said it was also helpful not to have to make big holes in walls to (14)_____________________
large cameras or attach equipment to the (15)_____________________.

He added that  one of  the only  issues he had was that  the iPhone was sometimes affected by strong
(16)_____________________.

Joshua  Leonard  was  an  actor  in  the  movie.  He  said  being  filmed  with  an  iPhone  provided  fewer
(17)_____________________ during filming. This permitted him to, in his words, “stay in the world of the
film and in the world of our characters.”

He added: “There’s nothing more fun as an actor than just being in the (18)_____________________ of the
creative process when you’re actually on set. And not having to wait for the machine of filmmaking to catch
up with the creative (19)_____________________.”

Leonard said it also helped his performance because he is already (20)_____________________ to so many
people putting phones close to his face to take pictures.
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Hollywood Thriller ‘Unsane’ Filmed Totally on iPhone

For many people, smartphones have replaced cameras as the main way to capture personal pictures and
video.

The quality of the devices has greatly improved.

Even some Hollywood filmmakers have decided to stop using big,  costly  equipment and instead shoot
movies on smartphones. One of the latest to do this is director and producer Steven Soderbergh.

Soderbergh has made both independent and big-budget films. He won an Academy Award for Best Director
of the movie “Traffic” in 2001. 

He describes his latest directorial effort, “Unsane,” as a psychological thriller. The film was recently released
in the U.S. and several other countries. The whole film was shot on an iPhone 7 Plus.

Actress Claire Foy plays a woman who moves to a new city to escape a man who has been stalking her.
After experiencing mental health difficulties, she agrees to go to a hospital.

While  trapped  there,  the  woman  fears  her  stalker  now  works  at  the  hospital.  It  is  not  clear  to  the
moviegoers if the man is really there, or if the character just imagines that.

In several interviews, the director praised his results of iPhone filming.

He said he knows some people will want to see the movie just because it was shot on an iPhone. But, he
says, moviegoers will not notice anything unusual.  “I’ve seen it 40 feet tall,” Soderbergh said of Unsane. “It
looks like velvet.”

He  added  that  he  thinks  shooting  movies  on  an  iPhone  or  similar  device  is  a  “game  changer”  for
filmmaking. He said it was a good experience and he would find it hard to return to the use of usual movie
cameras.

Soderbergh said one of the best things about using an iPhone is that it greatly speeds up shooting. The
camera can be moved anywhere “in a matter of seconds.” Unsane was completely shot in just two weeks.
The director said it was also helpful not to have to make big holes in walls to fit large cameras or attach
equipment to the ceiling.

He added that  one of  the only  issues he had was that  the iPhone was sometimes affected by strong
vibrations.

Joshua Leonard was an actor in the movie. He said being filmed with an iPhone provided fewer distractions
during filming. This permitted him to, in his words, “stay in the world of the film and in the world of our
characters.”

He added: “There’s nothing more fun as an actor than just being in the thick of the creative process when
you’re actually on set. And not having to wait for the machine of filmmaking to catch up with the creative
impulse.”

Leonard said it also helped his performance because he is already used to so many people putting phones
close to his face to take pictures.
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